Small Cells, Big Money!

June 3, 2014

HOUSTON, Dec. 16, 2011 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Crown Castle International Corp.
(NYSE:CCI) announced today that it has entered into a definitive agreement to acquire
NextG Networks, Inc. ("NextG") for approximately $1.0 billion in cash. NextG, the
largest provider of outdoor distributed antenna systems ("DAS"), currently has over
7,000 nodes-on-air and a further 1,500 nodes under construction. In addition, NextG
has rights to over 4,600 miles of fiber.
Dear CCI Shareholders:
Times have changed since the above press release was distributed in December 2011:
"nodes-on-air" are now known as "small cell" technology, which is the core of Wytec's
technology, subsidiary of CCI. Back then, the $1 billion valuation methodology for the
NextG acquisition was more about access locations (Light Poles), than about the
antenna technology. But technology evolves and the features of the NextG radio
technology attached to their 7,000 pole locations are considerably less than today's
new and improved enhancements.
Today, technology advances like Wytec's LPN-16 - with its unique form factor designed
specifically for light pole access and its infinitely upgradable features - make our
technology substantially superior to the outdated NextG technology. For one, the LPN16 has considerably greater revenue potential due to its ability to support not only carrier
traffic (NextG's only customer) but Cable and Fiber Optics services as well. The LPN16 is clearly the obvious alternative to offerings such as Google's Fiber-To-The-Home
(FTTH) at a significantly lower cost with the ability to be deployed in a fraction of the
time.
On another note, altogether, I have received multiple inquiries regarding the current
stock activity of CCI. It is important to understand that though our stock price does not
reflect it, Wytec has been very active in positioning itself to duplicate and even exceed
the NextG transaction with Crown Castle described above. This will, in time, have a
significant impact on the value of CCI. Since the development and filing of our
provisional patent for the LPN-16, the interest and growth in the Small Cells Industry
has outgrown all other technological news related to mobile broadband services and
now includes the deployment of FTTH.

Most recently, we traveled to Charlotte, North Carolina in response to the interest of a
fiber optics service provider to discuss the merits of the LPN-16 and how we could
accelerate their FTTH deployment. The excitement level was so high, that a second
meeting was confirmed for June 10 to draft the parameters of a pilot test for the LPN16 utilizing the Cities light poles. The City is wholeheartedly involved and supportive of
this pilot test. The test will not only include gigabit broadband to the home, but Internet
Protocol Television (IPTV). This is the crux of the Google model. This and the
continued growth of our sales organization under the leadership of our new national
sales manager, Johnnie Leal will most certainly have a positive effect on the CCI stock
value over the weeks to come.
In order that you may be better informed with the events occurring at CCI's subsidiary
level, I have provided you access to the Wytec Executive Business Summary. You
may review this at www.wytecintl.com/ppo.php and typing in the passwordproject2014.

Your President and CEO,

William H. Gray
CEO/President
Competitive Companies, Inc.

Forward-Looking Statement
Matters discussed in this correspondence contain forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private
Securities Litigation Reform act of 1995. When used in the correspondence, the words "anticipate", "believe",
"estimate", "may", "intend", "expect", and similar expressions identify such forward-looking statements. Actual results,
performance or achievements by the Company and its businesses could differ materially from those contemplated,
expressed or implied by the forward-looking statements contained in this correspondence. These forward-looking
statements are based largely on the expectation of the Company and assumptions made by its management, which
may prove to be wrong since they are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties. These risk include, but are not
limited to, risks and uncertainties associated with the impact of economics, competitive and other factors affecting the
Company and its operations, markets, products and prospects for sales, failure to commercialize our technology,
failure of technology to perform as expected, failure to earn profits or revenues, higher costs than expected, persistent
operating losses, ownership dilution, inability to repay debt, failure of acquired businesses to perform as expected, and
other factors detailed in public reports filed with the United States Securities and Exchange Commission by
Competitive Companies, Inc. the parent company of the Companies.

